
The organic leads 
come from the 
Biofach Nuremberg 
2023



INTRODUCTION

The organic industry meets at the organic exhibition

in Nuremberg from 14th to 17th February 2023.

Biofach Nuremberg 2023 is the leading worldwide

exhibition for experts in the natural food industry.

The world's top trade show for Organic Food, mixed

with VIVANESS, International Trade Fair for Natural

and Organic Personal Care, is a virtual industry

exhibition, each a get-collectively and a possibility for

positioning. Only certified natural and herbal

merchandise can be exhibited.



Facts and figures of BioFach
in 2023 Nuremberg, Germany

The exhibition duo the yearly platform for In 2021, 
BIOFACH boasted 3,738 displaying companies from 
136 nations and 50,000 traffic from 144 countries! 
Join your natural industry companions at this 82,300 
m² assembly place. Nowhere else do all clients, 
suppliers, companions, and capable new clients meet 
individually similarly.
Organic is more than a label or certification: natural 
stands for fine and conviction - for responsible use of 
nature's resources. This is wherein delivery meets 
demand – for traffic and the displaying companies. 
BioFach in 2023 Nuremberg, Germany, is where 
people showcase their passionate interest in natural 
food and realize every exhibition view, and this since 
1990.



More about BioFach Nuremberg 2023

At BioFach Nuremberg 2023, manufacturers will gift 
their company and merchandise to the entire 
network, examine and examine the marketplace, and 
role themselves for the opposition simultaneously. 
The best possibility for journeying experts is to meet 
natural manufacturers from the natural market and 
be stimulated by the sector's modern trends. 
BIOFACH is used for image building through 
producers, buyers, and all stakeholders involved. 
Enter the arena of natural merchandise and taste, too 
– into natural. With over 1,000 media representatives 
from about 40 nations and sizeable media reporting, 
the exhibition duo gives an effective PR platform.

https://www.expostandservice.com/biofach-nuremberg-trade-show/


Pros of showcasing at BIOFACH 
Nuremberg
BIOFACH Nuremberg is the arena's leading exhibition for 
natural items and, after the Summer Edition 2022, could be 
staying for the 34th time in 2023. The BIOFACH affords 
sizeable records about the natural industry. For years, the 
exhibition has been on the grounds in Nuremberg and, in 
affiliation with the VIVANESS exhibition. It draws over 2,200 
exhibitors and over 24,000 traffic on typical every year.
The VIVANESS Congress informs about cutting-edge traits in 
the herbal cosmetics sector. In the BIOFACH halls, exhibitors 
gift their merchandise and services and offer records on 
requirements and modern tendencies.
Nearly 10,000 individuals sourced records at 153 activities in 

2020. In addition, loads of political and press representatives 
go to the BIOFACH Congress to speak to professionals about 
the problems and tendencies in the industry. 



Things you should know about 

BIOFACH 2023 Trade Fair 
Every year, the exhibition duo gathers representatives

from politics, associations, NGOs, VIPs and different

opinion formers and figures of the public hobby.

Since 2018, "Naturland & Partners" has been considered

among the most critical joint stands at BIOFACH and has

installed itself as a company organization and tourist

magnet.

Here the natural stakeholders talk about subjects

regarding the future of the marketplace and use this

joint platform to shape the future.

In the end, BioFach Conference provides subjects on

future activities, tendencies and possibilities of the

natural sector. See the numerous regions protected

through Naturland, in conjunction with Naturland

catering and accomplice exhibition spaces, in the

beautiful Hall 7A, close to the entrance.



THANK YOU
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